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Linked Learning

•	Offers students a personally relevant, wholly engaging, rigorous academic and career-based curriculum with real-world 
learning opportunities.

•	Ensures students graduate from high school well prepared to enter a two- or four-year college or university, an apprenticeship 
and formal job training.

•	Exposes students in school to previously unimagined college and career opportunities.

Four Core Components of Linked Learning  

•	Rigorous academics. The academic core that includes college preparatory English, mathematics, science, history, and foreign 
language courses for all students.

•	Real-world career skills. A challenging career-based component of three or more courses that help students gain the 
knowledge and skills that can give them a head start on a successful career.

•	Work-based learning. A series of real-world work-based learning opportunities that begin with mentoring and job shadowing 
and evolve into intensive internships, school-based enterprises, or virtual apprenticeships.

•	Personalized support. Support services including counseling and supplemental instruction in reading, writing, and mathematics 
that help students master the academic and technical learning. 

Proven Success

•	 Linked Learning prepares students for a postsecondary education. Many Linked Learning schools ensure students successfully 
complete the necessary A-G coursework for admission to a UC or CSU. In fact, students were 8.9 percentage points more likely to 
be on track with A-G requirements at the end of 10th grade.i  

•	In 2010, 95 percent of students who attended the 500 CPAs, which practice a form of Linked Learning, graduated. CPAs also 
posted higher graduation rates for Latino and African American students.ii  

•	Studies have found that upfront investment in Linked Learning results in benefits to the district and to taxpayers that far exceed 
the cost. Once the infrastructure for Linked Learning is established, costs significantly decrease due to sharing of resources and 
economies of scale.iii  

•	Momentum is growing to expand the Linked Learning approach across California. The State Linked Learning Pilot Program includes 
63 participating school districts and county offices of education. CDE, California Community Colleges, and James Irvine Foundation 
are providing $7 Million for pilot implementation. The state budget also includes $250 million for the California Career Pathways 
Trust, a grant program incentivizing collaboration between schools and employers to support Linked Learning pathways and 
provide work-based learning opportunities for students.
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